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Genitive Types: Possession Description and Description Material Characteristics Subjective Purpose Partial participation Indefinitely Crime and Punishment Remembering and Forgetting about W/Unlimited Genetic Case is most familiar to English speakers, as a case that expresses possession: my hat or
Harry's House. In Latin, it is used to refer to any number of relationships that are most often easily translated into English by the pretext of: love for God, bus driver, state of union, son of God. In all these cases, the preposition phrase changes the noun; that is, the pretence phrase acts as an adjective:
God's love - God's love is divine love. The latest example shows the genetic relationship that gives a genital case to his name. Linguists studying this case have come to the conclusion that this is a convenient way to indicate the relationship between nouns, or, more grammatically speaking, a genius case
turns any noun into an adjective. How do we do it in English? Consider: There are big houses, red houses, houses in the country, and a house that is owned by Harry. In these four examples, adjectives are familiar and large and red; but, if you think about it in the country and that belongs to Harry also
expressions that change or identify the nouns they are attached to. Some other examples include: the road to Rome - via Roma, the rivers of milk - flumina lactis, and some men - pars virorum. Genitive with verbsgenitive case in Latin is also used adverbially with some verbs. The most common verbs are
condemnation, prosecution and punishment. Building in parallel with the English I accuse you of treason. accuso te maiestatis. See how the draw case and the excuse from working on English.The Genitive Case: Category and Name On Latin Cases I haven't listed all kinds of genitive defined grammar.
There comes a time when such exercises in categorization become self-serving and even an obstacle to understanding. In the next, I tried not to leave aside any important parts of the whole picture, while choosing especially those geniuses whose classification helps in the translation or understanding of a
foreign idiom. Genitive possession: self-evident. A genetic case indicates who possesses an object. There are, however, many relationships that are just similar to possession, which can be freely suited to this category: my child, my god, perhaps even my man. Genitive of Description: essentially all the
geniuses used with nouns describe, but grammars like to use the term for better descriptions. For example, vir magnae sapientiae - a man of great wisdom - is a very wise man. When used as a technical term for standard grammar, The Genitive Description has a further rule it should consist of a noun
and an adjective. In other words, you wouldn't say vir sapientiae; it would be sapiens. Genitive of Material: this term defines the use of genitals to identify material from which something is made: a statue of marble, a river of milk and honey, a book of examples, and so on. You can see that this is just a
specific use of genitive to create an adjective modification. Genitive characteristics: this name sounds almost redundant with a category of genetic description, but grammar is a technical study and it is a technical term with a very precise meaning. When a genital case is found with the verb to be (or
equivalent expression), apparently without altering the noun, but with the subsequent infinitive, we have a genetic characteristic. The title is handy because it reminds you that a simple formulaic translation will deliver an English word characteristic as a noun that comes with a genital. Thus, boni oratoris
est bene dicere. This is typical for a good speaker to speak well. This genitive species is also called Predicate Genitive because it is a predicate, a modification that describes an object that is an infinitive. Subjective and objective Genitive. Nouns that express oral concepts, often nouns made of verbs and
verbal, can indicate who is the subject or object, or both, of a verbal concept, placing them in a genitive. Sometimes verbal relationships are not immediately obvious. Consider: severitatis invidiae - hatred that arises from your harshness or, more obviously, objective genius: hatred of your harshness.
There is no difference in form between subjective and objective genius. The final decision can only be made by context. However, there are rules. First, the order of words: the purpose of genitive usually comes first. This is only a guide, however, since the order of words can always be changed for an
accent. Second, adjective forms are preferable to subjective genitals, presumably because the subject of action alters the action more directly than the object. Consider even the English: My love for you. Here the possessive pronoun, mine, indicates who is the subject of the (hidden) verb love: I love you.
Similarly, divine love defines God or gods as someone who loves. Genitive participation. This category indicates that the genitization is used for a larger whole, of which something is a part. The simplest example is pars civitatis and part of the state. Here, of course, the state (civitas) is whole, and this
party is part (pars). This category can serve as a useful reminder that the English expression of the whole state is not a part, since everything is not part of; Hence, you can't use genital in Latin; You just use the adjective: omnis civitas. Genitive perpetual value. Not surprising expansion of adjective
function case is its use after the verbs of evaluation and evaluation (aestimo, (aestimo, habeo, fasio) with certain idioms that denote either non-specific value or futility. suos parvi fecit - he believed that his (own people) did not matter much. Genitive Case With Verbs Return to case definition The Genitive
Case is used with three classes of Latin verbs that have analogies in English using the out pretext. Genitive crime and punishment. accuso te maiestatis - I accuse you of treason. Examples like this are easy. This becomes tricky when the English idiom does not use out; for example: capitulat those damno
and I condemn you to death or literally I condemn you your life (head). Genitive with verbs to remember and forget. Here the analogy with English in idioms forgets and mindful. In Latin, it seems that transit verbs are genital: tui memini and I remember you or I remember you. Nostri oblivisceris? Have you
forgotten us? Or have you forgotten about us? Genitive with some impersonal. Some impersonal verbs of emotion (shame pudet, regret paenitet, disgust piget, pity stinginess, boredom taedet) take a direct object where English uses an object, and genitive, where English uses a direct object. It's probably
best to just memorize the form as an idiom and memorize the five verbs that act this way. I'm disgusted with you. Return to Latin Affairs 341. The genetic is regularly used to express the connection of one noun with another. Therefore, it is sometimes called an adjective case to distinguish it from dative
and ablative, which can be called the adverb of cases. The use of a genital can be classified as follows. I. Genius with nouns: 1. Possession (No. 343) 2. Material (No. 344) 3. The quality (No. 345) 4. From the whole, after the words suggestive part (Partitive, No. 346) 5. With nouns and feelings (No. 348)
II. Genitive withAdeditive: 1. After relative adjectives (or Verbal) (No. 349) 2. Specifications (later use) (No. 349.d) III. Genitive withVerbs: 1. Memory, Feeling, etc. (No. 350-351, 354). 2. Charge, etc. (charge or fine) (No. 352) Genitive with noun 342. A noun used to restrict or define another, rather than the
same person or thing, is put into genitive. This relationship is most often expressed in English by a pretext, sometimes an English genital (or possessive) case. libre Cicer'nisthe books Cicero, or the book of Cicero inim'c CaesarisC'ssar enemies, or enemies of Cesar talentum aur'a talent golden virae
virt'tisa man of the greatest courage But observe the following equivalents. vac'ti'lab'risa respite from labour petitio c'nsul't'scandidacy for consular r'gnum c'vit'tisroyal power nad state Possess Geniveitive 343. Genitive's obsession denotes a person or thing to which an object, quality, feeling, or action
belongs. Alexander CanisAlexander's Dog Pompeo (Sall. Cat. 19) The Power of Pompeii Arialio suchi (B.G. G. the death of Ariovistus Perdit'rum temerit's (Mil. 22) the recklessness of the desperate men of Note 1 - the possessive genitive can denote (1) the actual owner (as in Alexander's dog) or the
author (as in Cicero's writings), or (2) a man or thing that possesses some sense or quality or does some action (as in the eloquence of Cicion, the power of the bridge). In the latter use it is sometimes called Subjective Genitive; but the term correctly includes possessive genetics and a few other genital
designs (almost everything, in fact, except objective Genitive, No. 347, below). Note 2 - Noun limited is understood in several terms. Hell Castoris (Kvirct. 17) at the Temple of Castor (Cf. St. Paul's) Flakk CloudeFlax (slave) Claudia. Hectoris Andromame (Aen. 3.319) Hector (wife) Andromach a. For
genitive possession the possessive or derivative adjective is often used-regularly for the attractive genitive personal pronouns (No 302.a). Liber meus'not liber me' my book Aliana per'cula, but also ali'rum'other masculine dangers Sull'na temporaoftener Sullae'the times Sulla b. The possessive genius
often stands in the predicate associated with his noun (Predicate Genitive). Haec domus est patris me' . This is my father's house. Yam mae Pompe Tutum essay ski. You know I'm for Pompey now. (all Of Pompeii) Summa laus et tua et br't est. (Fam. 12.4.2) The highest praise is given to both you and
Brutus. (is both yours and Brut) compend's facereto save (make of preservation) lucreto facereto to benefit (make a profit) Note - These genitifs have the same attitude to the examples in No. 343 that the predicate noun carries to the appositive (No. 282-283). C. An infinitive or reservation, when used as a
noun, is often limited to the genitif in the predicate. Neke Sui andidike (erat) disser. (B. C. 1.35) Was not for his judgment to decide. (Neither was it his decision to decide) Kusvas gominis est err're. (Phil. 12.5) The mistake of any person is to make mistakes. Negavit meris essay graecorum, ut in convivia
virum acumberent mulier's. He said it was not the custom of the Greeks for women to appear as guests (lying) at men's banquets. Sedi timid est opt're necem. But this coward is part of wishing for death. Stulta Erath Speer, suadr impudence. (Phil. 2.23) It was stupidity (part of the fool) to hope effrontery to
call upon. Sapientis est pauca loqu'eIt is wise (part of the sage) to say little. (Not sapi'n.) est, etc.) Note 1 - This design is regular with the adjectives of the 3rd declension instead of neutral nominal (see the last two examples). Note 2 - A derivative or possessive adjective can be used for genitals in this
design, and should be used for genitive personal pronouns. Mentari nyun est me (not me) It's not for me Humanum (for gominis) est err're. It is the nature of man to make mistakes. (Mistake is a person) d. Limiting genetics used instead of a noun in the appposition (Appositional Genitive) (No. 282). n'men
ansyae (for the woman ansenium) the word madness oppidum Antiochie (for opp thought Antiochia, the usual form) is the city of Antioch Genetic Material 344. The genetic can denote the substance or material that is the thing (wed. No. 403). Talent aur'a golden flumina lactisivists milk Genitive quality
345. The genitif is used to indicate quality, but only when the quality changes adjectives. vir summae virt'tisa man of the highest courage , But not vir virt'tis' megnae est d'l'ber't'nis. It's a matter of great discussion. the shape of labaris (Hor. S. 1.1.33) Ant (creature) of the great work ille autem su'dice (Nep.
Att. 9), but he is (the man) of the independent (his) judgment Note - Compare Ablative quality (No. 415). In quality expressions, genitive or ablative can often be used indifferently. praestant pr'denti' vira man surpassing the wisdom maxims of anime hom'a man of greatest courage in classical prose,
however, genitive qualities are much rarer than ablative; it is practically limited to expressions of measurement or number, phrase with sus and nouns, altered by softness, maximus, sum or tantus. Generally genitive is used rather essential, ablative special or random features. a. The genetic quality can be
found in the adjective phrases of Tius fashion, c'ius mod (equivalent of t'lis such; qu'lis of any kind). Sus fashion sunt tempest't's c'nsec'tae, ut', etc. (B. G. 3.29)This was followed by such storms that etc. b. Genitif quality, with numbers, is used to determine measures of length, depth, etc. (Genitive of
Measure). Fossa trium peduma trench of three feet (in depth) murus s'decim peduma wall sixteen feet (high) For Genitive quality is used to express uncertain value, see Participation Genitive 346. The words denoting the part follow the Genitive of the whole to which the part belongs. A. The partive words
followed by the genetics are: 1. nouns or pronouns (wed also 3 below). Pars m'litumpart soldier kvis nostrumWhy of us? There's nothing left. Namo Erum (B. G. 7.66) is not the man of them Mognam Partem eyrum interf'c'runt. They killed most of them. 2. Figures, comparisons, excellent and pro-number
words such as alius, change, n'lus, etc. znus trib'n'rumone from the stands (see c., below). sapientum octave (Glee. S. 2.3.296) the eighth of the wise men m'lia passuum sescenta (B. G. 4.3)600 miles (thousands of steps) m'ior fr'ttrumthe the eldest of the brothers anim'lium forti'rathe stronger animals
Su'b'rum g'ns est long' maxima et bellic'sima Germ'ru. (B.G. 4.1) The Suewi Tribe is the largest and most belligerent of all germans. change c'nsulumone of the two consuls n'lla e'rum (B.G. 4.28) none of them (ships) 3. Neuter Adjectives and pronouns used as nouns. tantum spat'so much (out) space
numm'ruma a few coins (something of a coin) ID loke (or loque) that spot the earth ID temporisat at the time (No 397.a). pl'na urbisthe level part of the city of quid noviWhat the news? (What's new?) Paulum Frumente (B. C. 1.78) a little grain pl's dol'ris (B. G. 1.20)more grief su'aliquid tim'rs (B. C.
2.29)some fear of his own (something of his own fear) Note 1 - In classic adjective prose neuter (not pronominal) rarely take part genitive, except multum, tantum similar. Note 2 - The genetic adjectives of the 3rd declension are rarely used partitively. nihil Nov (gen.) nothing new BUTnihil Memorandum
(nom.) nothing worth mentioning (no nihil memor'bilis) 4. Adverbs, especially the number and place. parum t't a lot of ease (too little ease) satis pec'niae money enough (enough money) pl'rimum t't'us Galliae equit't valeliner (B. G. 5.3) is the strongest of all Gaul's cavalry Ubinam gentium sumus? (Cat 1.9)
Where are we? (Where are the nations?) ubicumque terr'rum et gentium (Verr. 5.143) wherever around the world R's erat e'iam loc loc etc. (Sest. 68)Business has now reached such a point that e' mis rumeri' (Iug. 14.3) to this level of suffering inde't be .14.3) Poets and later writers often use partial
genetic after adjectives rather than a noun in its proper case. Sequimour te, sanste de arum (Aen. 4.576)We follow tee, O holy deity. For Sanst deus (No 49.g, Note) nigri l'n'rum (Plin. H. N. 8.193) Black Wools For nigre l'nae' exped't m'litum (Liv. 30.9) Light-armed warriors For exped't'm'lit's hominum
c'nct'vs (Ov. M. 4.631) All men For c'nnc's homin's cf. e.c. Cardinal figures (except milia) regularly take ablative with W (e.g.) or d' instead of partial genitive. Just qu'dam (certain) usually, and other words from time to time. Also, znus ex-tribanisone from the stands, but also, znus trib'n'rum (wed. a.2)
minumus ex ill's (Iug. 11) the youngest of them medius ex tribus (ib.) average one of the three qu'dam ex m'litibuscertain soldiers znus dumus (Fin. 2.66) one of many pauc'd'nostr's cadunt (B. G. 1.15) some of our people fall hominem d' combusiti me's man my comrades d. Uterque (both; correctly
everyone) and quisque (everyone) with nouns are regularly used as adjectives in agreement, but with pronouns take partitive genitive. uterque c'nsulboth consuls BUTuterque nostrumboth us nus quisque vestrumeach one of you utraque castraboth camps e. The numbers and word numbers including all
this take the matter into agreement rather than partitive genitive. So do the words that denote the part when only this part of the thought. n's omn'sall of us (we all) Not omn's nostrum quote sunt hosts? How many enemies are there? Kaveh iimacus, kwe multa sunt. Beware of your enemies, which are
many. cartoon m'lit'smany warriors n'me r'm'nusnot one roman objective 347. Objective Genitive is used with nouns, adjectives and 348. Nouns, agencies and feelings control the Genitive object. c'rit's tu' attachment to you d'is'derium 't' longing for rest vac'tis m'neris relief from duty gr'tia benefic thanks for
kindness fuga mal'rum refuge from the scourge of prec'tis de'rum prayers to the gods contenti' hon'fight for the post'ni'virtis reputation of valor . in the phrase odium Caesaris (hatred of Caesar) hatred in a passive sense belongs to Cesar as sodium although in its active sense it is the object of it as hatred
(wed. a.). The distinction between possessive (subjective) and objective genetic is very unstable and often overlooked. This is illustrated by the following example: the phrase amor patris (father's love) can mean love, palpable father, father love (Subjective Genitive) or love for father (Objective Genitive).
a. The purpose of genitive is sometimes replaced by an possessive pronoun or other derivative adjective. mea invidiamy unpopularity (dislike to which I am an object). (Cf. odium me) (Har. Resp. 5) Hate me laud'tor meus (Att. 1.16.5) my eulog (the one who praises me) Cf. nostr' laud'tor (id. 1.14.6).
Claudianum Cremen (mil. 72) murder of Claudius (accusation of Claudian) (As we say Nathan's murder) metus hostilis (Iug. 41)Fear of the enemy (hostile fear) And quae faci'bat, tua sa f'd's face' What he did, he said he relied on you. Neke negregenti tua, neque id odi' f'cit tu. (Ter. Ph. 1016) He did not
do so either out of neglect or hatred for you. B. Rarely is an objective genitization used with a noun already limited by another genitif. Anime multarum rurum percurcio (Tusk. 4.31) mind crosses many things c. Instead of objective genitals is often used noun with pretext. Sodium in Antunium (Fam. 10.5.3)
1.1.1) services me meam in t'piet'tem (id. 1.9.1) My devotion to you momentum in urbem (Phil. 12.29) attack on the city of excessus and v't (Fin. 3.60) departure from life Also, excessus v tee' (Tusc. 1.27.) in Domitium (So. Anne 12.25) adoption of Domitius (later and bold continuation of this construction).
Note - Also at the end of the writers dative references (c. No. 366.b) long bello m'teria (Tac. H. 1.89) Resources for a Long War
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